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Longitudinal Dynamical Susceptibility of the Heisenberg Ferromagnet at
Short Wavelengths and Low Temperatures

Abstract
The longitudinal dynamical susceptibility of the Heisenberg ferromagnet is studied at short wavelengths and
low temperatures. It is shown that identical results to order 1/S are obtained using (a) a spin decoupling
technique, (b) a diagrammatic method using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, and (c) a diagrammatic
method using the Dyson-Maleev transformation. We thus conclude that there are no significant kinematic
effects at low temperatures. Using the random-phase approximation, we find that the Dyson-Maleev
interactions between magnons are too weak to support the existence of a zero-sound mode. Both these
conclusions disagree with the recent results of other authors.
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The longitudinal dynamical susceptibility of the Heisenberg ferroinagnet is studied at short
wavelengths and low temperatures. It is shown that identical xesults to order 1/S are obtained
using (a) a spin decoupling technique, (b) a diagrammatic method using the Holstein-Primakoff
transformation, and (c) a diagrammatic method using the Byson-Maleev transformation. %e
thus conclude that there are no significant kinematic effects at low temperatures. Using the
random-phase approximation, we find that the Dyson-Maleev interactions between magnons are
too weak to support the existence of a zero-sound mode. Both' these conclusions disagree with
the recent results of other authors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing resolution attainable in inelastic
neutron-scattering experiments has stimulated in-
terest in the various collective excitations in mag-
netic systems, since these excitations are poten-
tially observable via such experiments. Thus, de-
tailed investigations of two-spin-wave bound
states, of second magnons, Rnd more recent-
ly, of zero sounds' have been carried out. VPith

regard to zero sound, the work of Banninger and
Natoli (RN) is especially provocative. Hy analyz-
ing the longitudinal dynamical susceptibility RN
have concluded that (a) there is a well-defined col-
lective excitation for wave vectors near the zone
boundary, and (b) kinematic interactions play an
important role in the kinematics of this mode. The
purpose of this paper is to investigate these points
in greater detail, since such conclusions have
rather fundamental implications for both theoretical
and experimental programs in magnetism.

The motivation for reexamining these conclusions

is that the theory of RN appears to embody bvo phys-
ically unsatisfactory aspects. First, they claim
to have detected effects of the kinematic interaction
on the zexo-sound mode, but the effects they find
are simply proportional to vq, rious powers of Bise
occupation nugAers. In other words, the kinematic
interaction in their theory gives rise to effects of
order (kT AS)", where n is of order 3. On the
other hand, such large effects at low temperature
are not to be expected in view of Dyson's argu-
ments, ' which suggest that these effects are of
order g =—e '*c, where Tc is the Curie tempera-
ture and a is a constant of order unity. Indeed, up
to now, no one has been able to construct a theory
which is accurate enough to detect effects of order
$ at low temperatures. (In this connection, it is
worth noting that treatments of the two-spin-wave
bound states via R ha, rd-core potential, "' which
rigorously exclude kinematic effects, have thus far
only tRken Recount of two spin-wRve states~ Rnd
hence do not yield any conclusions about the kine-
matic effects of states involving more than two spin
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waves. ) The second unsatisfactory feature of the
theory of RN concerns their treatment of the inter-
action between the zone-boundary magnon and the
long-wavelength acoustic magnon which are bound
together to form a zero-sound excitation. In theo-
ry, the best way to describe this interaction is to
use the two-spin-wave t matrix' ' which properly
includes the effect of repeated scatterings between
spin waves. Unfortunately, such a treatment be-
comes excessively complicated, because this com-
plicated interaction is part of the kernel of an inte-
gral equation whose solution yields the zero-sound
mode. A simple, but physically correct approxi-
mation may be obtained using the Dyson-Maleev
(DM) interaction'0'' to describe the scattering be-
tween spin waves. In this context, the Holstein-
Primakoff (HP) interaction is not suitable because
it leads to large interactions between long-wave-
length spin waves. Of course, if the full t matrix
were used to describe spin-wave interactions, then
both formalisms would no doubt give the correct
weak interaction between a long-wavelength spin
wave and the zone-boundary magnon. ' Similarly,
it can be seen that the interaction implied by the de-
coupling scheme of RN, like the HP interaction, is
too strong, since it does not vanish when one of the
interacting magnons has an infinitely long wave-
length. The same comments can be made about the
results of I,iu" and of Reiter' in the collisionless
regime. Using the physically correct weaker inter-
action between spin waves, we find that the zero-
sound mode is not well defined at low temperatures.
At higher temperatures, where the DM formalism
becomes inappropriate, it is possible, although un-
likely, that such a collective excitation does exist.

Briefly, this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec, II we show that to lowest nontrivial order in
1/S the same results are obtained for the longitu-
dinal dynamical susceptibility using (a) the decoupling
technique of RN (modified to include correctly spin
kinematics), (b) the diagrammatic formalism of
RN using the HP transformation to bosons, and (c)
the diagrammatic formalism of RN using the DM
transformation. On the basis of this calculation,
we conclude that the kinematic effects found by RN

are spurious. In Sec. III we use the DM transfor-
mation to study the possible existence of a zero-
sound mode at short wavelengths. As mentioned
above, the interactions between spin waves in the
DM picture are too weak to support a well-defined
zero-sound mode. A brief summary of our work
is given in Sec. IV. The correlation function
(SfS Q is evaluated in the Appendix.

simple cubic lattice:

= —~g. 4' Ss. 6 9

Ry6

where the sum over 6 is carried over the six near-
est-neighbor vectors. In terms of the Fourier
transformed variables, the Hamiltonian may be
written as

3C= —Zz Qf.y1Sg' S g,

where

S (Pi/zgS
R y

where z is the number of nearest neighbors, z =6.
(Note that the usual definition of y1 which we use
here differs by a factor of z from that of RN. )

To study the longitudinal susceptibility, one natu-
rally wishes to express 8, in terms of the trans-
verse spin components, since these approximate the
true normal-mode operators. Thus we write

1 . 1 1
SS9=S-2S SR'-,S2 (2S )

SiSiSS@ ~ ~ . (5a)

For the static properties, Oguchim has shown that
the DM and the HP formalisms agree, if terms in
perturbation theory are grouped according to the
parameter 1/S. We shall apply this idea to the lon-
gitudinal dynamical susceptibility, and therefore
we treat 1/S as a small parameter. (The correct
method of calculation for spin--,', for instance, is
less clear cut, although, as we shall see, there are
indications that the DM formalism is the best one
to use in that case. ) For large S we write Eq. (5a)
as

Sg9=S-(2S) 'SiSs-(~) 'SiSiSN'Ss'", (5b)

1
2X'&'S - '&S.„-„-

3&a 3 ~ Sf.Sp, Siw8x. R'-9'-i" (6)
$e$N gNt

Since the longitudinal susceptibility is given as '

Xg'(t) =((q; Zg)) =- —fe(t) (IS/(t), R'$(o)]),

in the usual notation, we may write

II. EQUIVALENCE OF THE VARIOUS METHODS
TO ORDER 1/S

We treat the usual model of a Heisenberg ferro-
magnet with nearest-neighbor interactions on a

Since interactions between spin waves are of order
1/S, it is clear that to order 1/S we only need to
take account of free propagation in the higher-order
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Green's functions. Thus we have

x»'(f) = -Z «s-„s;-„;s*,»

(9)

- (2vA '8)-' Q (n», - n-„..;)
5((() —(() ~ - + (()-~)((() —(d" »+ (()")

X [Bl((()l+ (()P+» —(d» —(()» P)

= —Z;«8-„8» -„,8'.»» [1+(2n/8)]/(28m" '), (9b)

where n=Z'g-n- „and n»=[exp(ha)gnr) —1] ', where
8+„- is the spin-wave energy and T is the tempera-
ture. The evaluation of &S=„,s'~. & we have used in

Eq. (Qb) is correct for large S. For general S we

have evaluated this quantity in the Appendix.
ft is clear that we need to determine G(k, q; (()),

which is defined as

G(k, q; ~) =-N-"'&&8:„-S-„'.„S.',))„,
where we denote the temporal Fourier transform
of the Green's functions by the subscript ~. We

use the decoupling technique of HN to obtain the fol-
lowi. ng equation for 6:
n((o —(o», »+ (o-„) G(k, q; (o)

= -(2 N) '(&8-8'-& -&8-.»8'-. &)

+(«/f)]s) Z [(r»+r-„» -xp-r;, »)&sj, »s'; »&fi

—(y»+ y- -.—w- -w-. ») &Sjs'-&] G(k', q; (u). (11)

-n', q(+@+AD.,&-td&-w--, )]) ()4)

for the longitudinal dynamical susceptibility correct
to order 1/S.

As HN have done, one can also study the same
function in the HP formalism. To avoid confusion

we denote Green's function analogous to 6 by

If(k, q; ~). Apart from a factor —1/8, our H is
identical to G(k, q; ur) „pof RN. Correcting some
algebraic errors, we find that their Eq. (20) gives

1(&u —(u;, »+ (u-„) H(k, q; (u) = (8/]()(n-„—i(», »)

+ («/f(]) Z (nf. »-n-„)(2&»+2&» p-xl- rp
p

—&'](.»-'Yf .;)If(k, q; ~). (15)

In the HP formalism one has

X»'((o) = (28) 'P -„H(k, q; (d),

so that iteration of Eq. (15) yields

x-''(~)~ =(»&) '&
tf((d —&of -+ &»)

Note that we have not set &Sjs.'-„& = 2sn„- as RN did in
their Eq. (11), and also we have corrected a sign
error in the last term on the right-hand side of
their equation. To obtain a correct result in the
susceptibility to order 1/8, it is necessary to use
(see the Appendix)

(S;S'-„& = 2(8 -s)n,

in the discontinuity term in Eq. (11). Elsewhere
the approximation (8-„S'-„)= 2sn„- will suffice. Thus

we obtain

8((() —(Of+»+ (()»)G( k, q; (())

(
z ),P

~

(nf-nf„-)(n„-. -n„"., ;)
f ] ]tf((d —~]".;+ &]-)("—(d]-","+(d] )

correct to order 1/8, where the subscripts HP in-
dicate the result derived within the Holstein-
Primakoff formalism.

The results using the DM transformation can be
readily inferred from the form of Eq. (15). All
one must do is to replace the HP interaction VHp by
the DM interaction VDM. From Eq. (15) we have

&up= (Jz/4Ã)(2 r;+2r]-, ]-,
'—x], —x]", —w"„,;—r„.,",)

(15)

whereas the DM interaction is' '4

}/DM («/~)(~=e+~f k -~R-~f .I)= l'R. R (»)

- ('Y»+'Y»-» -x»-xp. »)n»] G(k', q; co).

Solving this equation by iteration up to order 1/S
and inserting the result into Eq. (Qb), we obtain

Using this interaction and repeating the steps lead-
ing to Eq. (1V) we find that

x;"(~)DM = (2v&) 'L'

,('(w)=(am+)-~ (1+-" Zs 1 k((d (d»~)) + (()] )
(2 ~zS) ( P (Bf Pg»y»)(s'» B)) y» ).

5 ((0 —(()f ~+ QP) )(()) —(()j ~ ~~+(d a)]
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X(CO" + CO" ~
—(8" —&"~

q k-k' jr, k +q& (20)

correct to order 1/S, where the subscripts DM in-
dicate the result derived within the Dyson-Maleev
formalism.

Let us now compare the results for the longitudi-
nal susceptibility, Eqs. (14), (17), and (20). From
the symmetry between k and k' it is clear that Eqs.
(17) and (20) are equivalent. Let us now show that

Eqs. (14) and (17) give the same result. We have

from Eqs. (14) and (17)

n ~ n„"„" n-f 1 P (nf. .", -ng )nf, ~(&of, + ~.+,"-&uf, —&op+-, )
2vNS „- tf(tu —vf. ;+urf) 4mN2S "„„", h(|d —v~, ,", + u&„-, )(op —|df.;+ &gi )

(21)

Again, use of the symmetry between k and k' allows us to drop the terms in myna. and ng, ;ng. „q, so that

n ~ nf„"—n"„1 P (n"„nf.,~
—nP. nf+,")(&„"+&f, +," —~f, —&f+-)

X= — m +
2v&S ~f @(&—I'd"„„-+&„") 4' S „" g k(&u —&ur, -+ &uf, )(&u —wf, -+ &u~)

(22)

We now use the identity

Q) QP+q+ Q)P.) (Q) —('dp+q+ QP j —L(Q) —Q)g+ + Q)g) —(Q) - Q)jp «+ (d p) (QP» «+ Q») —Q}»p» —QP«) (23)

so that

-1 „ -1

~( .. .) +, „2, Z, (ninj-",--nf, nf.;)[((o- (uf,.;+(oi) -((o-(oP,;+(of) ].

One of the double sums is now trivial, and when

it is done, one finds that the double sums exactly
cancel the single sum, so that dy = 0.

Thus all three techniques yield the same results
to order 1/S. Note that in our treatment of the

spin operators, it was necessary to treat the dis-
continuity term accurately in decoupling the spin
operators. For this reason our result using spin
operators is essentially different from that of RN

and from those of Liu' and of Reiter. 7 Our re-
sults using the boson formalisms agree (apart
from algebraic differences) with those HN found

using the HP formalism.
The equivalence between the various formalisms

allows us to make some statements concerning the

claims of RN to have detected kinematic effects.
They base this claim on the difference between

their results for the longitudinal susceptibility
using the spin decoupling technique [see their
Eq. (12)] and using the HP formalism [see their
Eq. (21)]. However, these results cannot be en-

tirely correct, because they do not agree to order
1/S, as we have just shown they must. Although

we can not prove that the forrnalisms agree to all

orders in 1/S, we have every reason to suppose
that this is indeed the case. For example, for
the transverse dynamical susceptibility the DM

transformation (in which the unphysical states are
not explicitly excluded from the partition function)

does give the same result as formalismssi, i2 where

such exclusion is systematically carried out. "
These results prove that there are no spurious
kinematic contributions in the DM formalism from
two-spin-wave states, although it is not impossible
that such spurious contributions might be intro-
duced by states with many spin waves. In addi-

tion, the probability of having n spin deviations on

a single site vanishes'o (at least to lowest order in
k7'/JS) within the DM formalism for n & 2S, as ex-
pected from spin kinematics. Thus, there appears
to be a large amount of evidence to show that kin-
ematic interactions are negligible at low tempera-
tures and, consequently, that the DM formalism is
a good One.

The situation is much the same for the antiferro-
magnet. There, the equivalence2~ (at least to or-
der 1/S) of the DM and HP transformations (which

is only obvious within the physically meaningful
states) seems to indicate that these formalisms do

not introduce spurious effects from the unphysical
states. As in the ferromagnet, the spin-deviation
probabilities calculated within the DM formalism
preserve the spin kinematics. The kinematic
properties of the dynamical response functions are
also correct in that the effects of anisotropy vanish
for spin- —,

' as they must. 3' Thus, although the

possibility of significant kinematic interactions at
low temperatures cannot be rigorously excluded,
there do not seem to be any well-established- results
which suggest that such a possibility is realized.
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III. NONEXISTENCE OF ZERO SOUND AT SHORT
WAVELENGTHS

In order to study a possible zero-sound mode it
is necessary to resum the I/S expansion. In view

of the complexities inherent in the spin formalism,
it appears that a boson formalism will be simpler.
In this connection, it is useful to recall the conclu-
sions reached by Dyson. ' He showed rather con-
clusively that spin waves interact weakly in the
long-wavelength limit. Later, Oguchi'P showed that
the same result could be obtained using the HP in-
teraction providing the terms were suitably grouped
together. The difficulty in the HP formalism is
that the bare interaction does not vanish in the long-
wavelength limit, and therefore the weakness of

the interaction is not automatic.
If we solve Eq. (15) by iteration, we obtain a re-

sult of the form

A, =- K~A; e "'. (so)

Using this relation to eliminate Ap from Eq. (29b)
we obtain

A ——E (e '.
"'- 1) " —+ Z A;. ( '"' —e ' ' )

N „. &Ep w

(sl)
which is of the form

(32)

where

A~= —"~("""'-1)'"" -'.A„Z», .'"'
~N ~ ~~ ~+ o+6 5'

)
(29b)

which enables us to write

H = Ho+ HoV Ho+Hop HoPHo ' ' '

= (1 —HpV) Hp .

(25a)

(25b)

P (&
&&"P I)( i& 7I' &-tq 6') (~%' %'+a)

8((d —(OI "+(dP)

For the term HpV, RN find near resonance (&o= &a;)

HpV
NS p (d —(df,4.q + COp

(26)

S j= —(np-np„)+4K V-I „.H(k, q; &o)».

where the factor n;(&u —&aI,;+ &u„-)
' corresponds to

H, in Eq. (25), and V is apparently h~;. Since this
potential is the interaction between a short-wave-
length (q) magnon and a long-wavelength (k) mag-

non, we should expect it to vanish in the limit
k - 0. That it does not is an incorrect result of the
formalism used by RN. Parenthetically, one can
see that use of a smaller cross section, as is re-
quired by our arguments, will make it more dif-
ficult to satisfy the condition 1 =HoV, necessary
for the existence of a well-defined zero-sound mode.

To take proper account of the weak magnon-mag-
non interaction we therefore use the DM formalism.
Thus, we write the analog of Eq. (15) in the form

S(a& —&up„-+ ppI) H(k, q; &o) nM

(33)

I

gl (+- &j) + +~

In our case, the weaker interaction is reflected by
the presence of the factor e '" '- 1 which leads to
a convergent integral which can be estimated to be
of order

(35)K--. —&& 1 .oo'

(The case &u = —ur", is quite similar, P' the possible
divergence occurring in that case for k = - q. )
For completeness we consider briefly the case
co = e"„ for q near the Brillouin-zone boundary so
that V; (d = e, with e «1. Then K;;. can be decom-
posed into two contributions, one of which is
clearly regular and of order n, and the other is of
the form

The regime of interest is u& = ~"„sinq 5 =0 (i.e. ,

q on the Brillouin-zone boundary) because there,
as RN.point out, the denominator in Eq. (33) is of
order k ~. In their case, this leads to a divergence
in the k integral for ~=op, since

Since Vp„. is a sum of separable potentials [see Eq.
(19)], we may solve this integral equation in the
usual way. We set

u' a ar
u' usa' 'k ~ f+0 (s6)

tt(k, q;(4= '(—+A, +RA;e' '), (26)

(29a)

where hn.„=n~ —ng„and 4Eg -=-5(~ —&og„--+ &o-„) and the
constants Ao and A; are determined by substitution
into Eq. (27). In this way we find that

where kp is a thermal momentum of order (&T/gs} "p.
Direct evaluation shows that I(e) is well behaved
for small e, and hence K;; exhibits no anomalous
behavior for q near, but not on, the Brillouin-zone
boundary. The results in Eqs. (35) and (36) show
that there is no collective excitation in the longitu-
dinal susceptibility in the short-wavelength regime
and that the iterative solution (in powers of K) to
order I/S is a reasonable approximation at low

temperatures.
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IV. CONCLUSION S'=S -ata, (Alc)
We have studied the longitudinal dynamical sus-

ceptibility of a Heisenberg ferromagnet at low tem-
peratures in the short-wavelength limit in order to
investigate the possible occurrence of zero sound
and associated kinematic effects. We find that the
weakness of the magnon-magnon interaction pre-
eludes the existence of zero sound in this regime
and that the longitudinal susceptibility does not ap-
pear to show any kinematic effects. Both these
conclusions disagree with the recent work of Ran-
niger and Natoli, chiefly because of their use of an
unphysically strong magnon-magnon interaction
and of slight inaccuracies in their decoupling of
spin operators.

APPENDIX

where [a, a ]=1. Thus we may write

C2=- &S2S'2) = 2S&atay} —N 1 &a„-a- as a;). (A2)
yqr

t t&=~ @(di aft as+4" V(2;34astas2as as4
k 1234

(As)

The four-boson correlation function can be evaluated
diagrammatically by a slight modification Of the
rules given by Bloch and de Dominicis26 for the
free energy. One simply evaluates free-energy
diagrams with an extra vertex representing the cor-
relation function which is to be evaluated. 2 For
this evaluation we write the Hamiltonian as

In this Appendix we evaluate the correlation func-
tion (S„=s'g). The calculations are very similar to
those given in Ref. 20. We use the DM transforma-
tion:

where

Vl2;34 («/»(»+~2 —~t-3 —~t-4) &(kt+k2 ~3 k4)

(A4)

$ (ts)l/2(t ) g

(2S)t/2at

(Ala)

(Alb)

is the DM interaction written in slightly different
form than in Eq. (19). Here yt =y,", etc

Following the treatment in Ref. 20, we find that

s a:k rnid.ns . P Vs.s.1.rn'2n r"
k k N 5(h) + (0 —(d&z —(d ) N g((d + CO» —' 40» —Q7»yq r ~ y q k r~ y q r +& k r y qi

Vs, 4;r, s Vr, s;jt, t nsns 8
N " " 5 (d +(d —(d —(d (d +(d —(d" —(di)yqrst ~ y q r s ~ y . q k

Vs 4;r.s "r.s;j.tnrns
(d" + (d" —(d —(d" f (d" + (d —(d —(d-p, q, r, s, t ~ r s k t ~ ~ r s y q ~

p, q, r, s, t

~y, qlr, s ~r.slk. t +k +t
~ ~ ~

8 ((dj+ (dt- (dr —(ds)((dj+ (dt —(di —(ds)
(A5)

This series includes all terms with two occupation
numbers. The corresponding diagrams are the
familiar ladder graphs shown in Ref. 20. It is
clear that we may obtain a lowest-order evaluation
by setting to zero those momenta which appear in
occupation numbers. Note that the DM interaction
vanishes when either of its last two subscripts
vanishes. Thus, most of the terms in the series
may be dropped and we find that

so that

4 p Vi,s; t(.r "ins
N ", ; -„8((d3+ (d2) S (Aa)

N y q rr»
~ s

~y. -'.r. s ~r.s,k. t &; &qq»

5 ((d;+ (d;)((d2+ (dl)

' ':" ' =0. (A9)S r 2k COk

Thus the terms in E(l. (A5) yield
4 ~. p»»»g»yg»

C"=2Sn -2'. + —Z""S((d + (d )yqr k r Cs = 2sns —2nn2+n /S. (A10)

8 p Vs. s;r, s Vr, s:2, tnins (A6)
N s 4 r s 1 8 ((dr+ (ds)((ds+ (dt)

Note also that

Higher-order terms in E(l. (A5) can be shown to
vanish using the arguments of Ref. 20.

This result is consistent with the result obtained
by Wortis for &Sti SR), since

N 'Zr&s„- s'„-) =&s„=s„'-)

V32,.34 ~ ~ s,.(P
= (ri/4SN)((d3+ (d, ) (P(173+ 174), (A7) = 2Sn 2n' [1-(1-/2S)j. (A11)
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